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Abstract—
Buffered crossbars have been considered as an alternative for

non-buffered crossbars to improve switching throughput. The
drawback of a buffered crossbar is the memory amount that is pro-
portional to the square of the number of ports (O�N��). This is
not the main limitation when the buffer size is kept to a minimum
size such that implementation is feasible. For a small buffer size,
the number of ports of a switch module is not limited by the mem-
ory amount but by the pin count. We propose a novel architecture:
a Combined Input-One-cell-Crosspoint Buffer crossbar (CIXB-1)
with Virtual Output Queues (VOQs) at the inputs and round-robin
arbitration. We show that the proposed architecture can provide
100% throughput under uniform traffic. A CIXB-1 offers several
advantages for a feasible implementation such as scalability and tim-
ing relaxation. With the currently available memory technology, a
one-cell crosspoint buffered switch is feasible for a�� � �� fabric
module.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Crossbar switching fabrics are very popular for switch
implementation because of their non-blocking capability,
simplicity, and their market availability. A switch with a
crossbar fabric and queues at the outputports to store those
cells that could not be sent to the output lines is called Out-
put Buffered (OB). In an OB switch, all cells coming to
an input are forwarded to the destined outputs as they ar-
rive. This architecture is not scalable because the required
internal bandwidth or speedup (S) —defined as the num-
ber of times that the switch core works faster than the in-
put line rate— is equal to the number of ports (S � N );
the working speed of the switch core and the output mem-
ory make its implementation infeasible for even a medium
sized switch. However, this architecture has been used as
a comparison reference for any switch model because of
its desirable characteristics such as high throughput and
low delay.

Crossbars could have input queues to store those cells
(or packets) that could not go through because of con-
tention for an output; this architecture is known as Input
Buffered (IB). An IB architecture is scalable and its imple-
mentation does not have the restrictions of an OB model
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because the core fabric works at the input line rate (S �
�). However, IB switches need to resolve input and out-
put contention by means of arbiters at the inputs and out-
puts. The requirements for such arbiters are (a) low com-
plexity, (b) fast contention resolution and, (c) high effi-
ciency to provide a high performance. Low complexity
is needed to make implementation feasible. For a high-
capacity switch, a fast resolution is necessary so that the
arbiter can select a cell among those eligible in the allot-
ted time.

Head of Line (HOL) blocking is a well-known problem
for a crossbar with FIFOs at the inputs [1]. This problem
is overcome by using separate queues at the inputs, one for
each output. This queuing system is called Virtual Output
Queuing (VOQ). For a crossbar with VOQs, maximum
matching algorithms have been proposed to achieve 100%
throughput. Maximum matching algorithms are efficient
but with such a high complexity [2] that implementation
is infeasible for high-speed systems. Schemes based on
a maximum size or weight matching, like Longest Port
Queuing (LPQ), Oldest Cell First (OCF), and Longest Port
First (LPF) [3], have been proposed [2].

Maximal matching schemes have been considered as
an alternative to maximum matching schemes;iSLIP [4],
Dual Round-Robin Matching (DRRM) [5], and Longest
Output Occupancy First Algorithm (LOOFA) [6] are ex-
amples. To make up for the lack of efficiency that a max-
imal scheme has (compared to a maximum type), a num-
ber of iterations —where the number of iterations is the
number of times that an algorithm is performed to obtain
a cumulative result, speedup, or a combination of both is
used, as in LOOFA.iSLIP is a good example of an iter-
ative matching scheme. AlthoughiSLIP provides 100%
throughput for uniform independent traffic, because of the
arbitration time and connection state amount of this arbi-
tration scheme, it has been proposed for a small number
of ports [7] due to its centralized implementation (i.e., 32
for iSLIP). Transmission of phases: request, grant, and
acknowledge are performed within a cell slot between in-
put and output arbiters. This transmission of information
reduces the available time for arbitration because these



transmission phases are performed during the cell slot in
serial with input and output arbitration, even when the
transmissions are done within a single chip (so that the off-
chip delay is avoided). Another drawback with the pro-
posed single-chip centralized implementation is that the
pin count limits the number of ports.

A switch architecture using speedup, such that� �
S � N , is called Combined Input and Output Buffered
(CIOB), where queues are placed at the inputsand outputs.
As the demand for high switching rates increases, this
speedup becomes a bottleneck since the available time for
arbitration is inversely proportional to the cell slot dura-
tion divided byS. The DRRM scheme considers speedup
instead of a number of iterations to improve the match-
ing performance. Although the overhead information ex-
changed between input and output arbitration is reduced in
this scheme, the arbitration time becomes insufficient for
a switch with a large number of ports and with a high port
speed.

For a long time, buffered crossbars have been consid-
ered as a solution to improve switching throughput instead
of non-buffered crossbars. However, it is known that the
number of buffers would grow in the same order as the
number of crosspoints (O�N ��, whereN is the number of
ports), making implementation infeasible for the memory
amount required with a large buffer size or a largeN . With
currently available standard cell technology, a large mem-
ory amount can be implemented in a chip (i.e., 1 Mb with
a 0.18�m, [8]). It is interesting to note that for small sized
crosspoint buffers, the size limitation in terms of number
of ports for a buffered crossbar is set by the number of pins
and not by the memory amount.

In pure buffered crossbars —we call a pure crossbar to
the architecture that only has buffering at the crosspoints
and none in any other place, a large crosspoint buffer has
been utilized to minimize cell loss. The number of ports is
limited by the memory amount that can be implemented in
a module chip. An example of this architecture was pro-
posed in [9], where a���switch module with a crosspoint
memory of 16 kbytes each was implemented. In this ar-
chitecture, a large crosspoint buffer is needed to store all
those cells that could not be switched to the output port to
comply with the required cell loss rate.

To reduce the memory amount in the crosspoint buffer,
input queues are used. FIFO queues have been proposed,
where HOL blocking, as in a non-buffered crossbar, re-
mains in this architecture. Examples of these architectures
were presented in [10], [11], and [12]. A buffered crossbar
with a single-cell buffer was proposed in [10], and [11],
together with a FIFO input buffer at the input ports. This
architecture provides an improvement over non-buffered
crossbars with FIFO input buffers. The well-known lim-
ited throughput of a FIFO input-buffered architecture of
about 58% was improved to 91% with a priority scheme
(also called HOL blocking scheme by the same author).

However, the FIFO buffers at the inputs limit the maxi-
mum throughput performance in this architecture because
the HOL blocking can not be completely eliminated. In
[12] a similar architecture with a 4-cell crosspoint buffer
is considered. This buffered crossbar, used with 32-cell
input FIFOs, achieves an acceptable cell loss (����). In
this architecture, a flow control mechanism is also used to
avoid cell loss at the core. All cell loss occurs at the in-
put FIFO for a very congested output. This study shows
that with input FIFOs and a small sized crosspoint buffer
together with a flow control mechanism, the cell loss rate
can be kept small and the HOL blocking diminished to a
certain degree.

As with maximal matching schemes as in non-buffered
crossbars, the HOL blocking problem for FIFO buffers
can be overcome in a buffered crossbar with the consid-
eration of VOQs.

100% throughput is obviously achieved for a buffered
crossbar with infinite crosspoint buffer sizes [13], [14],
and [15]. To our knowledge, no maximum or minimum fi-
nite memory size has been specifically proved to provide
a 100% throughput for a buffered crossbar.

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture: a one-
cell crosspoint buffer crossbar with VOQ at the inputs
(CIXB-1) and simple round-robin for input and output
arbitration. We show that the combination of input and
crosspoint buffer, with a single-cell buffer and round-
robin arbitration scheme provides 100% throughputunder
uniform traffic. In this architecture input and output arbi-
tration are more independent than in a non-buffered cross-
bar model, simplifying arbitration time complexity. The
property of a buffered crossbar allows a simplification of
the arbiter design and the adoption of distributed-fashion
arbiters.

We show an improvement on delay performance of this
architecture for uniform and unbalanced traffic compared
with a non-buffered crossbar withiSLIP arbitration, the
effect of burstiness with on-off traffic, and the impact of
the switch size with uniform traffic.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
II, we present our switch model and the properties of a
buffered crossbar with a single-cell crosspoint buffer such
that combined with round-robinarbitration, it offers 100%
throughput under uniform traffic.

In Section III, we discuss the advantages of CIXB-1 in
terms of time complexity. In Section IV, we present a sim-
ulation study of delay performance of this architecture. In
Section V, we present our conclusions.

II. COMBINED INPUT AND ONE-CELL CROSSPOINT

BUFFEREDSWITCH (CIXB-1)

In this section, we present a number of properties of the
CIXB-1 architecture. We show that that 100% throughput
is achieved with a simple round-robinarbitration for inde-
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Fig. 1. Buffered crossbar architecture

pendent uniform traffic.
We make some notes about real delays such as transmis-

sion and arbitration. These delays need to be absorbed by
the crossbar buffers to keep the characteristics of CIXB-1
intact.

A. Switch Model

In this section, we introduce the proposed architecture
and the terminology used in the rest of the paper.

A Buffered Crossbar (BX) hasN input and output
ports. A crosspoint (XP) element in the BX that connects
input i, where� � i � N � �, to outputj, where
� � j � N � �, is denoted asXPi�j . The XP Buffer
(XPB) ofXPi�j is denoted asXPBi�j .

We consider fixed size packets, named cells. A vari-
able length packet can be segmented into cells for inter-
nal switchingand re-assembled before it leaves the switch.
The transmission time has a fixed length, called cell or
time slot.

Our switch model has a structure as described below
and shown in Figure 1:
� Input Queue. There are VOQs at the input ports. A

VOQ at inputi that stores cells for outputj is denoted
asV OQi�j.

� Crosspoint Buffer XPB. Each crosspoint has a one-
cell buffer. Only those inputs with a cell in the cross-
point buffer are considered for output arbitration.

� Flow Control. A flow control mechanism tells the
input porti whichXPBi�j is occupied, so that the
V OQi�j is inhibited (a non-empty and non-inhibited
VOQ is considered eligible for input arbitration).
In this paper, we assume a credit-base flow control
mechanism, unless otherwise specified.

IA: Input Arbitration time
OA: Output Arbitration time
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Fig. 2. Round trip between port and crossbar cards

� Round Trip (RT). We defineRT as standing at the in-
put port.RT is the composite time of the transmis-
sion cell delay from a portcard to the crossbar (d�)
plus the Output Arbitration time (OA) and the tran-
mission of the flow control information back to the
portcard (d�), as shown in Figure 2.RT is given in
a number of cell cycles. Cell and data alignments are
included in the transmission times. As a general case:

RT � d� � OA� d� � CXPB � IA (1)

whereIA is the input arbitration time in time slots
andCXPB (i.e., CIXB-1 meansCXPB � �) is the
crosspoint buffer size.
The constraints forIA andOA are:

IA � �� (2)

and
OA � �� (3)

� Arbitration. Round-robinarbitration is used at the in-
put and output ports. The input arbiter selects a VOQ
if there is at least a single eligible VOQ. The eligibil-
ity of VOQs is determined by the flow control mech-
anism. Selection of a crosspoint per output is per-
formed similarly in a round robin fashion, where only
non-empty crosspoint buffers are considered.

B. Properties of CIXB-1

CIXB-1 reaches a state such that the number of cells en-
tering the system be equal to the ones leaving it (i.e., defin-
ing 100% throughput). We prove 100% throughput in this
system by showing that no input is totally inhibited and
observing the service of the VOQs.

Traffic Model. In this section, we consider the following
traffic model: All inputs have uniform traffic; where each



V OQi�j receives cells at rate�i�j such that
PN��

i��
�i�j �

���,
PN��

j�� �i�j � ��� , and eachV OQi�j has an occu-
pancy�i�j�t�, such that�i�j�t� �� and�i�j�t� � � �.

With these switch and traffic models, we found that
CIXB-1 achieves 100% throughput under uniform traffic.

III. A RBITRATION TIME COMPLEXITY

We have selected round-robin as the arbitration scheme
in this architecture because of its fairness and simple
implementation. Different from a maximal matching
scheme, input arbitrationand output arbitration in CIXB-1
are performed more independently. The information ex-
changes such as request, grant, and accept are not used.
Input arbitration, as output arbitration, can be performed
for the complete cell slot time. The advantages of this ar-
chitecture are as follows:
� Timing relaxation. Speedup and iterations are not

necessary to achieve 100% throughput. A cell slot
is better utilized for arbitration. This property allows
a relaxed cell-alignment and clocking. Furthermore,
these features allow switch scalability.

� Fast arbitration. The cell transmission is separated
from the arbitration time as well as the flow control
information exchange. The arbitration complexity
is O�N �, which can be reduced toO�logN � with a
suitable encoding logic. Also, the information ex-
change between the crosspoints and the arbiters is
done in-chip for a distributedarbiter implementation.

IV. D ELAY PERFORMANCE

We simulated a CIXB-1����� switch model and com-
pared it to an architecture with a non-buffered crossbar
with the iSLIP arbitration scheme, where we considered
the cases for 1 and 4 iterations. As originally presented
in [4], iSLIP with more than 4 iterations offers no mea-
surable improvement for uniform traffic. Also, more iter-
ations take longer to perform and the allotted arbitration
time for a large switch size is limited. The traffic patterns
studied in this section are uniform and non-uniform traf-
fic with Bernoulli arrivals. We also studied the effect of
burstiness with an on-off traffic model. We show a com-
parison with the average delay of the OB switch model and
the performance of the BX for different switch sizes. Our
simulation results are obtained with 95% confidence inter-
val, not greater than 5% for the average cell delay.

A. Uniform Traffic

The average delay results of the simulation of CIXB-
1, iSLIP with 1 and 4 iterations (1-SLIP and 4-SLIP, re-
spectively) and OB for traffic uniformly distributed to all
output ports with Bernoulli arrivals are shown in Figure 3.

�We assume this condition as the initial state for simplicity in the
demonstration; however, we can start from an empty queue as well.
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Fig. 3. Performance of CIXB-1,iSLIP, and OB under Bernoulli uniform
traffic

Under independent uniform traffic, CIXB-1 has a smaller
average delay than 4-SLIP. This result is achieved even
when CIXB-1 uses a simpler scheduling scheme (i.e., no
iterations) with no speedup, so that arbitration time is re-
laxed. We can also see that CIXB-1 has comparable aver-
age delay performance to OB.

B. Non-uniform Traffic

We define the non-uniform traffic by using an unbal-
anced probabilityw. Let us consider input ports, output
portd, and the offered input load� for each inputport. The
traffic load from input ports to output portd, �s�d is given
by,

�s�d �

�
�
�
w � ��w

N

�
if s � d

���w
N

otherwise�
(4)

whereN is the switch size. Here, the aggregate offered
load that goes to outputd from all input ports,�d is given
by,

�d �
X
s

�s�d � �

�
w �N �

��w

N

�
� �� (5)

Whenw � �, the offered traffic is uniform. On the
other hand, whenw � �, the traffic is completely unbal-
anced. This means that all the traffic of input ports is des-
tined for output portd only, wheres � d.

The average delay of CIXB-1 andiSLIP for unbalanced
traffic is shown in Figure 4. We can see that the perfor-
mance of CIXB-1 is always better than 1-SLIP and 4-
SLIP. The throughputof CIXB-1 is almost 100% when the
w is about zero (i.e., uniform traffic) and about one (i.e.,
totally directional traffic).
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C. Burstiness and switch size effect in CIXB-1

Figure 5 shows the average delay
performance of CIXB-1 and OB for on-off arrival uniform
traffic. Bernoulli traffic and trains of average burst lengths
(l) of 10 and 100 cells are used. We can see that the aver-
age delay is proportional to the burst length and that the
throughput is unaffected at any load. The average delay
of CIXB-1 is close to that of OB for any case. In Figure
6, we show the average latency of a CIXB-1 for different
sizes ofN �N switches with Bernoulli arrival traffic. We
can see that the average latency difference is almost neg-
ligible for different switch sizes.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a novel switch architecture that
presents a high-speed arbitration and scalability features,
a Combined Input-One-Cell-Crosspoint Buffered (CIXB-
1) switch model. We have also presented a series of prop-
erties in the CIXB-1 such that 100% throughput and ar-
biter simplification are achieved. The stability property
of a buffered crossbar helps to simplify the complexity
of the arbitration scheme. We have shown that CIXB-1
presents several advantages for implementation, such as
timing relaxation, simplification of arbitration, scalabil-
ity, and a better delay performance than a non-buffered
crossbar architecture withiSLIP. Timing relaxation is a
very important feature for switch implementation to sup-
ply time for cell alignment and a better utilization of a cell
slot for arbitration. A crossbar with a single-cell cross-
point buffer is not limited by the memory amount; the pin
number remains the limitation as in the case for a non-
buffered crossbar. The memory amount grows in the same
order as the number of crosspoints. This is a disadvantage,
but for a small buffer size as in CIXB-1 and medium-sized
switch module, the implementation is feasible. A��� ��
CIXB-1 switch module requires 512 kbits for 64-byte cell
size, and up to 1 Mbit memory can be embedded in a chip
using available 0.18-�m CMOS technology. CIXB-1 of-
fers a very close average delay to that of an outputbuffered
switch model for uniform traffic with Bernoulliand bursty
arrivals.
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